and two-or three-dimensional ultrasound images. Dopplerbased estimation of SV relies on measurement of the outflow valve diameter combined with the blood flow velocity over the aortic or pulmonary valve and is routinely used in adult cardiology. However, various factors, such as Doppler insonation angle or valve diameter measurement, limit its feasibility, especially in the fetus. The valve diameter is small, usually only a few mm, and the free fetal position does not allow us to use a fixed insonation angle.
To overcome the limitations of Doppler techniques, direct estimations of ventricular volume have recently been proposed. The concept of physical deformation of an object is used extensively in materials science and engineering. When an object or physical body moves with identical displacement of all its constituent particles it is known as rigid displacement. All the particles in this instance will have the same velocity of movement. However, if the particles differ in their velocity of movement and are differentially displaced, the body will undergo deformation or strain. The deformation is elastic when it is temporary so that the constituent particles of the physical body do not show any relative displacement once the stress is removed. Ultrasound speckles are the manifestation of amplitude variations in backscattered ultrasound signals from randomly distributed scatterers. Myocardial deformation parameters can be measured by tracking the frame-toframe displacement of the speckles. Such measurements are angle-independent, allowing multidirectional assessment of the deformation. Two-dimensional speckle fetal echocardiography-derived values are replicable, and measurements have been validated in animals and patients. Fetal speckle tracking echocardiography, such as velocity vector imaging (VVI), is not based on Doppler technology and therefore does not suffer from the latter's limitations. Although reports are still preliminary, they show not only M. Tanaka (&) Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Keio University, School of Medicine, Tokyo 160-8582, Japan e-mail: mtanaka@sc.itc.keio.ac.jp the feasibility of using these approaches in the fetus but also their potential use for evaluating fetal cardiac performance in high-risk pregnancies.
I really hope that my dream of having true fetal ICU comes true. In the near future, I hope, novel technical innovations in ultrasound medicine will emerge and provide new opportunities for extending the field of maternal fetal medicine.
